M/V VENTUS AUSTRALIS

Rates & Departures
Special Season 2021 - 2022

www.australis.com

Embarkation / Disembarkation port
Excursion sites
Panoramic navigation
Other highlights of Patagonia
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RATES & DEPARTURES
SPECIAL SEASON 2021 - 2022

PUNTA ARENAS ROUND TRIP - 5 NIGHTS

Rates

Map of the Route

Per person, based on double occupancy cabin.

Punta Arenas - Punta Arenas
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Rates in US Dollars
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Rates are subject to cabin availability.
Per Passenger rates: Applies to all cabin types and corresponds to an additional 50% of the
category value.

Águila
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Ainsworth Bay
Parry Fjord
Pía Glacier
Glacier Alley

Departures
December
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March
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2022
2022
2022

Check-in time: 13:00 hrs.
Boarding time: 17:30 hrs.
Disembarkation time: 11:30 hrs.

Itinerary
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1 Punta Arenas
2 Pía Glacier - Glacier Alley*
3 Cape Horn - Wulaia Bay
4 Águila Glacier
5 Parry Fjord - Ainsworth Bay
6 Magdalena Island - Punta Arenas

*Not an excursion.

This information replaces and voids all previous communications and is valid from June 30 th, 2021
Excursions subject to weather conditions
For more information about routes and itineraries visit www.australis.com
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Wulaia Bay

Cape Horn

M/V VENTUS AUSTRALIS
Passenger Capacity 200
Total Cabins
100
Cabin Plan
- Standard: 177 sq.ft. / 16,5 m2
- Superior: 220 sq.ft. / 20,5 m2
Patagonia Dining Room

Yamana Lounge

Darwin Lounge

Superior cabin Ventus Australis

Standard

Superior

PRICING CONDITIONS

VALID FOR THE 2021/2022 SPECIAL SEASON

SPECIAL RATES
INDIVIDUAL PASSENGER FARE: Applicable to all types of cabins, i.e.,
an additional 50% of the value of the category.
FARE FOR CHILDREN: Up to 3 years, 100% discount, sharing bed with
parents. Feel free to reach out for crib availability.
FARE FOR MINORS: From 4 to 12 years old, 50% discount sharing
cabin with an adult.
EXTRA BED: An extra bed can be added for double cabins, please
contact us for rates and availability.

INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
Rates include accommodations, sea transportation, all meals, open bar
on deﬁned hours (free of charge on wines, drinks and spirits), shore
excursions and on-board entertainment.

TICKET CONTRACT
The issuance of the ticket contract shall be made by the ship operator
prior to the vessel's departure. The ticket contract is governed by the
provisions published on the Company's website
(www.australis.com), which is an integral part and which the holder
of the reservation declares to know and accept along with the
reservation, in accordance with the terms of these conditions. These
conditions also govern the ticket reservation made by the passenger,
as deemed appropriate.

PAYMENTS
A US $300 deposit per person is required to secure a reservation. This
deposit must be paid until 120 days prior to the date of departure. Full
payment of the ticket price must be made to the Company no later than
60 days prior to departure.

The terms "the Company" or "the Ship Operator" refers to
Transportes Marítimos Geo Australis S.A. or Transportes Marítimos
Via Australis S.A., to which the reservation is made and which shall be
the carrier on the reserved voyage, by means of the issuance of the
corresponding ticket.
RATES
The Company reserves the right to modify the rates published in
these pricing conditions without prior notice, which will be valid from
the publication date.
CHECK-IN, BOARDING, AND DEPARTURES
The Company reserves the right to modify the departure dates
published in these pricing conditions without prior notice, which will
be valid from the publication date. The hours of check-in, boarding,
departure, and arrival are approximate.
The vessel may be delayed, without liability for the Ship Operator,
due to weather conditions, by order of the maritime authority, due to
the welfare, health and safety of one or more passengers or due to an
act of authority or other event constituting force majeure or fortuitous
event, and the passenger shall not be entitled to any compensation
for such circumstance.
The check-in, boarding, and disembarkation times may be modiﬁed
to ensure social distancing or for other health reasons without
aﬀecting the ship's departure time for this reason.

NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
Boarding fees (US $60 per person), gratuities (US $15 per person per
night is recommended), calls from the onboard satellite phone, boat
shop purchases, optional tours, port transfers.

DELAYS
Until 60 days prior to the date of departure, the date of the trip subject
of the reservation may be changed for a later date. The modiﬁcation
shall be subject to availability and payment of the diﬀerence in tariﬀ in
favour of the Company, if any.
CANCELLATION TIMEFRAMES
The reservation may be cancelled:
• Up to 60 days before sailing, at no cost or charge, in which case the
Ship Operator shall return the value received on the date of
cancellation;
• From the 59th day prior to departure, paying the ﬁnes indicated
below:
- Between 59 and 50 days before sailing.................... 25% of the value
of the sale.
- Between 49 and 40 days before sailing.................... 50% of the value
of the sale.
- Between 39 and 30 days before sailing.................... 75% of the value
of the sale.
- Between 29 and the date of issue of the ticket.......... 100% of the value
of the sale.
• Up to 15 days before sailing is free of charge, provided that any of the
following conditions are met:
- The holder of the reservation proves to have been positive in a
Covid-19 PCR test within 10 days prior to the date of cancellation; or
- That reservation holder is aﬀected by sanitary measures imposed by
the national authorities of his country of origin, or of the country in
which the port of departure is located, or international, which restrict or
prevent the party from accessing said port on the date scheduled for
departure.

PRICING CONDITIONS

VALID FOR THE 2021/2022 SPECIAL SEASON

PAYMENT METHODS
The following payment methods are accepted: Mastercard, Visa,
American Express and Diners International, as well as bank transfers,
Paypal (payment in US dollars) and Transbank (payment in Chilean
pesos).
CANCELLATIONS
The Company may cancel one or more voyages due to force majeure
or acts of God, i.e., the sanitary measures imposed by the national
authorities in the port of departure or landfall that prevent the
departure or landfall and/or the restrictions imposed by the national
or international authorities that restrict or prevent the access of
passengers to the port of departure or carrying out maritime tourism
voyages.
Furthermore, the Company may cancel, without any liability
whatsoever, one or more voyages if circumstances arising from the
eﬀects of the COVID 19 pandemic on the maritime transportation of
passengers and/or on the tourist cruise market prevent, discourage
or aﬀect in any way the feasibility of such voyages. This situation shall
be deemed to include the circumstance that the trip in question does
not have a suﬃcient number of passengers to justify its execution,
either from the economic point of view or from the point of view of
the necessary human or material resources, as well as any other
factor that prevents, hinders or makes it more burdensome to have
such resources available. The qualiﬁcation of this circumstance shall
correspond to the exclusive judgment of the Company, which shall
neither express nor prove its origin, all of which is expressly accepted
when the reservation is formulated.
The Company shall not be liable for any rescheduling of sailings or
cancellations of the voyages it performs, when the conditions
foreseen and/or in force at the beginning of the voyages determined
by the sanitary emergency caused by the COVID 19 pandemic prevent
sailing on the scheduled dates.
In the event of cancellation of the trip for any of the above mentioned
reasons, the Company shall only be obliged to reimburse the value of
the amount paid for the reservation, being deemed understood that
any indemnity action for any reason, including consequential
damage, loss of proﬁt or moral damage, has been waived by the
mere fact of making the reservation. The waiver shall apply in case of
rescheduling of the voyage.
COVID-19 RELATED CONDITIONS
Each passenger must be fully vaccinated with all COVID-19 vaccine
doses necessary for their immunization, following current health

standards and with a type of vaccine accredited with the oﬃcial
certiﬁcation issued by the health authority.
Each passenger, directly or through the travel agency that made the
reservation, must send via email and at least 45 days in advance their
vaccination certiﬁcate.
The Shipowner will communicate to the passenger, directly or
through the respective travel agency, any doubts or observations
regarding their oﬃcial certiﬁcation. The passenger must correct the
corresponding doubts or objections. Notwithstanding the preceding,
each passenger must show the corresponding oﬃcial certiﬁcate
without pending observations before sailing. Without a proper
vaccination certiﬁcate, the passenger will not be able to board the
ship.
Additionally, and before boarding, the Shipowner may require the
passenger to perform a Covid-19 antigen test provided by the
company for this purpose, which, if negative, will allow them to board
the ship. In no case will this antigen test replace the vaccination
certiﬁcate.
Likewise, the passenger's responsibility is to have all the necessary
documentation required by the authorities to enter the Magallanes
Region and the Chilean Antarctic, which must be shown to the
Shipowner if needed.
NOTE
The trips described in the itineraries are usually possible.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company reserves the right to
alter, change or disregard part of this itinerary without prior notice,
whether motivated by the welfare and safety of passengers, for the
proper preservation of the environment or due to any extraordinary
circumstance, fortuitous event or force majeure. Furthermore the
departure or arrival of vessels may be subject to possible changes.
Thus, it is not possible to guarantee bird and animal sightings, since
the precise location may change.

